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Bear In A Field
I only remember parts of my dream. I am in
a field. It is peaceful and green and I can
see trees off in the distance. All of the sud-
den, there is a brown bear and I run. He is
close behind me and I hop over a barbed
wire fence and run for the trees. Then I am
suddenly at some meeting in a shopping
mall that has pink stucco walls. Can you
help me undertand what this dream
means?
Thank You,
Carolyn

Hi Carolyn,
Chase dreams are quite common and
often reflect a situation that you are afraid
in confronting. The bear is symbolic of
introspection and self-reflection. In mythol-
ogy, it also refers to the great mother fig-
ure. The green fields indicates your hopes
and your unlimited potential for growth.
The fence is obviously an obstacle that you
overcome and is a reflection of your deter-
mination and will. I think the bear is chas-
ing you not to attack you, but to push you
away. It is no coincidence that you run
toward the trees. The trees are significant
for they are a symbol of self-development
and individuality. Your mother may be
pushing you to explore the world on your
own and become your own person. At the
end of your dream, you suddenly found
yourself in a meeting. The meeting reiter-
ates again how you need to redirect your
energies in a more productive manner.
Best Regards,
Steve

Red Eyes
My mother and sister both dream of my
late father having red eyes. Can you help
me to understand the meaning of their
dream?
Thank You,
Daisy

Hi Daisy,
The eyes are the windows to the soul as
the popular phrase goes. His red eyes in
the dream may be a way to draw attention
to his inner love, energy, and vigor. Did he
travel a lot? The phrase "red eye" may also
be a pun referring to his travels or that he
was frequently away from home. A more
logical explanation for the red eyes may be
a reference to the memory of your father. In
photographs we are all too familiar with the
red eye effect we sometimes get. Thus his
red eyes may indicate some memory of
him.
Best Regards,
Steve 
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DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know? An average person will spend 25 years
asleep.
Did you know? Goldfish can see both infrared and ultravio-
let light.
Did you know? Each time you see a full moon you always
see the same side.
Did you know? All the blinking in one day equates to having
your eyes closed for 30 minutes.
Did you know? Did you know when lightning strikes it can
reach up to 30,000 degrees celsius (54,000 degrees fahren-
heit).
Did you know? Pop corn was invented by the Aztec Indians.
Did you know? The average human brain contains around
78% water.
Did you know? Giraffes and rats can last longer without
water than camels.
Did you know? Our most sensitive finger is your index finger
(closest to your thumb).
Did you know? Ice skating rinks always go counter clock
wise (for the majority of people that are right handed needing
to hang onto the rail).
Did you know? The safest car color is white.
Did you know? Tennis was originally played with bare hands.
Did you know? Hummingbird's heart beats at over a 1,000
times a minute.
Did you know? Apples are more effective at waking you up
in the morning than coffee.
Did you know? The word 'testify' derived from a time when
men were required to swear on their testicles.
Did you know? You cannot snore and dream at the same
time.
Did you know? Ketchup was used as a medicine back in the
1930’s.
Did you know? Earth has traveled more than 5,000 miles in
the past 5 minutes.
Did you know? In 1386 a pig in France was executed by
public hanging for the murder of a child.
Did you know? Coca-Cola would be green if coloring wasn’t
added to it.
Did you know? Men are 6 times more likely to be struck by
lightning than women.
Did you know? Chewing gum while you cut an onion will help
keep you from crying.
Did you know? During your lifetime, you will produce enough
saliva to fill two swimming pools.
Did you know? Blueberries will not ripen until they are
picked.
Did you know? A single cloud can weight more than 1 million
pounds.
Did you know? The world’s oldest piece of chewing gum is
over 9,000 years old!
Did you know? Hamsters run up to 8 miles at night on a
wheel.
Did you know? 23% of all photocopier faults worldwide are
caused by people sitting on them and photocopying their
butts.
Did you know? Most lipstick contains fish scales! 
Did you know? On average, half of all false teeth have some
form of radioactivity. 
Did you know? The Queen is a binge drinker.
Did you know? Walt Disney was afraid of mice.
Did you know? Peanuts are one of the ingredients of dynamite.
Did you know? Coca-Cola was originally green.
Did you know? Leonardo Da Vinci invented the scissors.
Did you know? The phrase 'rule of thumb' is derived from an
old English law which stated that you couldn't beat your wife
with anything wider than your thumb.
Did you know? The lifespan of a squirrel is 9 years.

Aries - Your April Monthly Forecast: It takes a while for superheroes to get to know their
own strength - they've been known to break arms and dislocate elbows all from a friendly
shake of the hand. As the latest in a long line of heroes, it's now your turn to learn that some-
times 'less is more'. Your natural inclination is to throw everything - including the kitchen sink
- at something you want. But with Mars conjunct Saturn in April, if you can find the strength
to control your exuberance, events will evolve organically. Victory will be yours before you
know it.
Taurus - Your April Monthly Forecast: You're creating quite an impression. It's highly like-
ly that there are more demands being made on your time and your energy too. That's just
one of the side-effects of having your ruler Venus in your sign - where it will reside for most
of April. So how does the planet of love endow you with such allure and charisma? It seems
to weave its magic by encouraging your generosity and kindness. As you're more altruistic,
others can't seem to get enough of your company. The more love you give, the more you'll
receive.
Gemini - Your April Monthly Forecast: I don't often get the chance to say 'watch out,
they're coming for you, they know where you live'. But I can say that to you! This is not a
threat or something you should fear. Your pursuers are those who care about you... they
have your best interests at heart. They're your nearest and dearest, your earthly guardian
angels. They've noticed that you're struggling and that you need help. No matter what
seems scary or difficult to negotiate in April, there will be both physical and ethereal support
on hand.
Cancer - Your April Monthly Forecast: Doris Day famously sang, 'Que sera, sera, what-
ever will be, will be', and as Mars and Saturn converge opposite your sign, there's some-
thing seductive about the idea of fate being behind the forces that seem beyond your con-
trol. But might this just be a convenient narrative? Does it really empower you to live your
life with purpose? With Jupiter and Pluto's alignment, just before the New Moon, stand up
and choose the destiny that's right for you. In April you have the power to start a positive
revolution!
Leo - Your April Monthly Forecast: They say that time flies when you're having fun. So
what happens to it when you're not? As Mars and Saturn converge at the beginning of April,
you might feel that you're not making progress... but the truth is that you're simply too
involved in a situation to see the bigger picture. Though your journey may be slower than
you'd like, it's unstoppable. And as the New Moon conjuncts revolutionary Uranus, just
before your ruler changes signs, you will reach a milestone that brings you even closer to
your goal. 
Virgo - Your April Monthly Forecast: Some people espouse whichever view is most expe-
dient in the moment. They can happily trample over ethical and moral conundrums in their
quest for an easy life. People who take implacable moral positions are just as difficult to
handle. The ability to walk the middle line is an indefinably valuable (and under-appreciat-
ed) skill. As you attempt to tackle a tricky situation in April, the key will lie in finding sympa-
thy and appreciation for another's viewpoint - even if they can't bring themselves to do the
same.
Libra - Your April Monthly Forecast: Sometimes life throws so many possibilities our way
that it's easy to miss the instinctive truth: that's the organic understanding of what would be
otherwise obvious. As Mars and Saturn combine in April, with Mercury retrograde, it's time
to trust your abilities and commit to a feeling. While emotionally based decisions may have
less supporting documentation than you're used to basing your decisions on, it's more pro-
found. The evidence exists, it's just harder to see. But it will emerge and prove you right. 
Scorpio - Your April Monthly Forecast: When you exude confidence that infects every-
one in your orbit, the phrase 'as bright as a button' could have been coined for you. With
Venus opposite your sign preparing to link to both your modern ruler and Jupiter in Scorpio,
this is such a time. First, though, Mars brings clear analysis to enable you to make decisions
to power your life forward. This is no flash in the pan: the positivity will stay around long
enough for you to find a solution to an extended difficulty. Everything is set for irreversible
advances in April.
Sagittarius - Your April Monthly Forecast: Our fantasies don't control us. If we dream
about buffalo mozzarella, that doesn't mean we can afford to eat pizza until our arteries
clog. Though our financial situation may be compelling, it can't be blamed for the morally
ambiguous choices we might make. We need to make compromises, but, if we abandon our
principles in pursuit of pleasure, the experience will ring hollow. No matter how stretched
you may feel in April, as Pluto and Jupiter link, doing the 'right' thing will ultimately be the
most rewarding. 
Capricorn - Your April Monthly Forecast: As Mars prepares to conjunct your ruler in your
sign, you're feeling under pressure. So I'll get right to the point. As the new month starts,
you'll feel a real need to get through a lot in a short time. There's so much to do that you're
struggling to see how you can do it all. So here's an idea: grab your lengthy to-do list, take
a thick pen, and strike through everything that isn't urgent or necessary. It might feel alarm-
ing, but Jupiter's link with Pluto in your sign is giving you the power to take control. You can
do this.
Aquarius - Your April Monthly Forecast: You have three choices. You can struggle on,
feeling disillusioned. You can convince yourself it's all in your imagination. Or, you can start
a revolution. It's safest and easiest to keep trudging on. It's also easy to bury your head in
the sand. But to stand up and demand tangible change? Now, that's tricky. You'd need to
harness the powerful potential of something like a Mars conjunction with your ruler, or a
New Moon conjunct Uranus.... What's that? Both of these are happening in April? Looks like
you're in luck!
Pisces - Your April Monthly Forecast: When your ruler and Pluto aligned earlier this year,
we talked about your power to make a difference for the greater good. How's that coming
along? Have you managed to bring about world peace yet? What about eliminating the cor-
ruption in the corridors of power? Though your inner strength is Herculean, your challenges
are daunting. But you're on the right path, and this transformational journey will take time.
Don't be so focused on what's not yet accomplished that you can't enjoy the progress you're
making. 


